
An introduction to using safety sheet flooring from Altro

discover altro.com/safety

https://www.altrofloors.com/Safety-floors


• Commercial kitchens

• Back-of-house

• Food and drink 

production

• Walk-in coolers and 

freezers

• Service areas

• Manufacturing and 

industrial areas

• Showers and baths

• Pools and spa decks

Typical applications



It is designers, specifiers and end-users’ responsibility to ensure flooring is fit for purpose 

and it’s part of our role here at Altro to help make this process easy.  Our flooring is 

separated into three categories: safety, slip resistant and smooth. 

These categories have been created to help assist you in specifying the floor that is right 

for the application type and any contaminants that may be present on a regular basis. 

As the inventor of safety flooring, we take slip resistance seriously! Many manufacturers

will develop flooring just to meet ADA or OSHA requirements, but at Altro, we go above

and beyond what’s legally required, to deliver safety flooring you can count on for the

product’s lifetime. Our ranges are rigorously tested for slip resistance values using multiple 

techniques from around the globe. 



Our unique, patented construction of flexible, high-grade 

vinyl with slip-resistant grains throughout the wear layer 

ensures a safe, durable surface for the life of the floor.

Altro safety flooring appears smooth on the surface 

however, the pressure created from walking causes the 

slip-resistant grains to push up and grip the shoe, 

creating friction and slip resistance.



Unlike static, the dynamic test 

measures the amount of force 

required to keep an object in 

motion as it slides. It is believed 

that dynamic testing may 

represent more life-like, real 

world scenarios, as a slip and fall 

generally starts from a state of 

motion - not standing still.  

Altro safety flooring 
achieves up to .74.

Popular in the UK, this is a test 

standard that is portable, 

allowing for on-site tests. The 

test incorporates a rubber shoe 

heel that sweeps over a set of 

flooring in a controlled manner 

and produces a pendulum value 

of measuring the potential to slip. 

A result of <25 is very high-risk 

and a result of >36 and above is 

low-risk. 

Altro safety flooring 
achieves up to >55.

This standard, popular in 

Europe, uses test subjects who 

walk backward and forward on 

an angled ramp, in a controlled 

manner over a flooring sample 

contaminated with water, oil, or 

other liquids. Results are 

achieved when the test subject 

loses balance and falls and are 

classified on a numbered scale 

with a rating of a R-Value.

Altro offers safety 
flooring up to R12.

A device called the James 

Machine pulls a small weighted 

sled over the floor surface. The 

result is the measurement of 

friction the surface creates. This 

is the accepted standard 

measure of slip resistance used 

in North America.

While this standard only requires 

testing over dry conditions, at 

Altro we test our flooring in both 

dry and wet conditions. 

It’s a pioneering approach that 

gives you complete peace of 

mind.



















































































✓ Not a surface finish – incorporated into product 

during manufacturing for long-term cleanability.

✓ Low dirt pick-up

✓ Improved color retention

✓ Up to 60% maintenance savings over non PUR 

treated floors over the lifetime of the floor

✓ Cleaning instructions available online and in print

✓ Cleaning supplies, including cleansers, formulated 

to work exceptionally well with Altro products



Install guides Detailing guides Drawings / CAD Technical servicesAccessories



safety

flooring

slip-resistant

flooring

smooth

flooring

wall

cladding

In areas of frequent spills, hygiene and 

durability concerns, it’s best to let our 

robust collection of safety flooring and 

wall protection take the lead.

Install slip-resistant and smooth flooring 

in public areas that don’t have as many 

contaminants as kitchen, back-of-

house areas.

Rest easy knowing your patrons will 

have an exquisite experience while 

your most dangerous areas are well 

equipped to handle the tolls of the day.



Samples + literature

Specifier resources

CEUs + Installer training

Customer care

https://form.jotform.com/200793542357155


Discover more in-depth knowledge on these

represented products on our website.

Be sure to explore our full digital learning library for more mini-course like this. 

discover altro.com/safety

https://www.altrofloors.com/Safety-floors
http://www.altro.com/learninglibrary

